
EIZO IP DECODING MONITORS 
FOR SENSITIVE INFRASTRUCTURES
EIZO IP decoding monitors (available in 23- or 46-inch versions) with integrated image enhancement allow you to 
connect to security and surveillance cameras without a computer. They can be integrated perfectly with your existing 
security platform or your existing video management system (VMS). The monitors are designed for 24/7 use and 
boast exceptional reliability and longevity.



VMS-independent fallback solution
VMS forms the basis for reliable video playback in modern VSS 
solutions. Even though the platform is protected from foreseeable 
events thanks to server redundancy, the VMS solution – establis-
hing a connection to the operators via a client – should be seen 
as a critical point. If this system comes under attack or is disabled, 
the IP decoding monitors, which are independent of the VMS, can 
provide a redundant solution. To achieve this, it is simply connected 
directly to the surveillance cameras, the network connection of 
which is still operational.

Data protection and viewing of camera images
Sometimes live video is required, but storage of images is not 
allowed. The EIZO IP decoding monitors allow only for the live 
display of videos. Operators have no way of accessing or 
exporting video streams. Possible scenarios involve hospitals, 
prisons, public spaces, checkout counters, front desks and 
applications for the protection of people.

Simple & clean setup 
As EIZO IP decoding monitors are an integrated 
solution, they only require a power supply and 
network connection to display a live stream of up 
to 16 cameras. The VESA attachment facilitates 
professional installation, and configuring the 
monitor is child’s play with the remote control 
provided or the integrated Web interface.

Edge recording and live video
Where a decentralized recording solution is used (such as edge 
recording with cloud archiving) live displaying is a challenge. 
Either software is needed, or streams need to be fetched from the 
cloud, generating additional traffic on your internet connection. 
With the EIZO IP monitor, it is possible to directly view live video 
from the cameras, completely separated from your recording 
solution.

Functionality with leading VMS
EIZO works with security & surveillance 
industry leaders to ensure technical 
compatibility and functional support 
with various VMS.

First-class image quality
These monitors for video surveillance owe their outstanding view-
ing angle stability to a piece of innovative screen technology. This 
guarantees optimal image quality from every viewing angle. EIZO 
LCD monitors are equipped with antireflection coating. Thanks to a 
large dimming range, the brightness of the monitors can be optimally 
adjusted if they are viewed in dark environments or under changing 
lighting conditions.

Low TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)
IP decoding monitors are designed for zero-maintenance opera-
tion around the clock and are protected from unauthorised access. 
They do not require virus scanners, security updates, operating 
system maintenance or licences. This reduces maintenance expen-
diture considerably and prevents unnecessary downtimes as well 
as costs. The monitor has been designed for 24/7 use and boasts 
exceptional reliability. EIZO provides a two-year warranty.
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